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Renewable Distributed Generation Interconnection Standards (25kW AC Generation or below):

1. Generation must feed the top of the generation meter, as shown. 

2. Lockable protective disconnect switch must be mounted between the tap box or breaker connection and the generation only meter, as 
shown. 

3. If the backfed breaker style is used, the generation only meter and lockable protective disconnect switch must be mounted next to each 
other and remain outside. When the solar equipment is mounted on the outside of the house these devices are to be installed within 10’ 
of the main meter. When the solar equipment is mounted remotely and the lockable protective disconnect and generation only meter is 
mounted remotely, placarding shall be provided at the main meter as well as the remote disconnect device.   

4. If the tap box style connection is used, the junction box will include bolted connections (ie. Milbank U4540-XL or equivalent and 
appropriate for load currents). The lockable protective disconnect and generation only meterbase will be mounted within 10’ of the main 
utility meter. 

5. There may not be a load between the generation equipment and the generation only meter base.  

6. This document is a pictorial view and does not include details of bonding and other NEC or local code requirements.  Equivalent methods 
of accomplishing what is pictured here may be possible but require written Cooperative approval before they can be connected to 
Corn Belt Energy’s grid.

 

NOTE: All connections must be bolted and solid. Floating connections (example: Polaris, insulation-piercing) will NOT be allowed. If you have 
questions, please call our engineering department at 800-879-0339.
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